PREVIOUSLY IN AWESOME JONES: A SUPERHERO
DETECTIVE STORY...
After years spent in mediocrity, Awesome Jones finally lived up to
his name and his potential. He fell in love with the charismatic Lona
Chang, befriended Captain Lightning--Arc City’s stalwart hero-and discovered that he had super-powers of his own.
Awesome needed those powers, honed with the help of an ancient
league of crime-fighters known as the Guild, when the creature who
murdered his parents—the Echo—came for Awesome and Lona.
Awesome won the battle but it left scars.
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AWESOME JONES AND Lona Chang stood before the judge.
“You ready?”
Lona smiled.
“Of course.”
BANG! BANG! BANG!
Dust fell from the ceiling. Alarms blared. Awesome and Lona
exchanged a glance.
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HOURS EARLIER, AS dawn broke over Arc City, Lona Chang
awoke in the familiar bedroom of their little house. She had been
dreaming. In the dream, she saw herself and Awesome Jones back
in the Guild Hall just where they had sat two months before. She
listened again as Sharmilla spoke.
“You have violated one of the Guild’s most sacred rules and used
lethal force against the Echo. You are hereby excommunicated
from the Guild. You are forbidden from wearing a cape—
forbidden from practicing as an Agent.”
The implications of her words hung in Lona’s memory. Awesome
was forbidden from following in his father’s footsteps. Forbidden
from chasing his dream and living up to his potential.
Sharmilla’s voice--speaking what they knew to be Pythia’s decree—
echoed in her head. Calm and cool.
Lona had awoken with a start.
As the memory of that night drained away, gold dust, a manifestation
of her newfound ability, erupted in the air. She breathed deep.
Remembered Neima’s training.
The dust swirled through the room, slipped into the closet, and
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nestled in the pocket of a light, yellow blouse.
“It’s today.”
Arc City’s newest hero—who had completely ignored Pythia’s
decree--was snoring softly beside her. Lona watched him breathe,
watched the rise and fall of his chest. She laid a soft hand on the
muscle of his shoulder and felt the warmth of his body before she
leaned forward and kissed his cheek. His gray eyes opened and she
said again,
“It’s today.”
“Today?”
“The courthouse. I’ll make breakfast.”
Awesome grabbed her as she tried to scoot from the bed. His
arms, wrapped around her waist, were still getting bigger, stronger,
tougher. Bruised knuckles flashed before Lona’s eyes as he swept her
backward. She cackled as he kissed her.
“I love you.”
Over and over he kissed her.
“I love you.”
She laughed and squirmed and caught her breath and almost escaped
the bed but a warm tongue was lapping at her toes and she laughed
again and looked toward the foot of the bed where Tulie rested her
muzzle and pouted. Lona patted the covers for her to jump up. Their
knee-high, brown and white, spotted mutt bounded onto the bed
and panted warm breath onto their faces before following Lona into
the kitchen.
Lona moved a pile of bills from the countertop and reminded herself
to pay everything that afternoon. They had both elected to give their
severance packages from Akai Printing Company to Mr. Sprat’s
family—as a thank you for all their former boss had done for them.
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Since then, Lona had finally tapped into the trust fund left for her
by her father, Humphrey Langdon. It was more than enough, each
month, to cover their expenses but, to Lona, it still felt like taking
money from a stranger. She wished her parents could be there today
but, in the same thought, she realized how grateful she was to have
the family that she did. She remembered that she was lucky and
happy and she swept her messy hair behind her ears as she started
breakfast.
They ate. The scent of French toast and strawberries with crème
permeated the room. Lona showered while Awesome did the dishes
and filled Tulie’s food and water bowls. She slipped into her yellow
blouse and blue skirt and stood in front of the bedroom mirror
smoothing the fabric with steady hands. She listened as Awesome
called Andy and got no answer. Then Roy, who was working. Then
Julia and Neima, who would meet them at the courthouse.
When Lona was finished, she called Pop and her adoptive parents—
the Changs. They were thrilled, of course. Lona gazed out the kitchen
window as she spoke. Spring had arrived and the air was crisp and
cool. The morning sun shone on Awesome’s pots. Some had been
brought in. Some given away. Some held budding flowers—white
pansies with violet hearts and tall, yellow tulips. Lona listened as
Mrs. Chang fluttered in the background and Mr. Chang said they
would be there. She hung up.
Lona stood in their bedroom doorway and watched Awesome
button a plain, cotton shirt over his uniform. The sleek, high-tech
uniform had mysteriously arrived at their door two months ago and
so far it had served Awesome well as Arc City’s new Baron. It hadn’t
taken a single rip or tear and it fit perfectly, in spite of Awesome’s
still-changing physique.
“No one will ever know you went to the trouble of wearing a
suit to your wedding.”
“You will. That’s all that matters.”
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That smile.
“I’m so proud of you. My Baron.”
Granite columns stood like stoic soldiers guarding the Arc City
courthouse. The building had begun to show its age. The copper
dome on top was a mix of orange and green. It reminded Lona of a
leaf resisting the fall.
Awesome and Lona held hands and climbed the steps together.
Inside, they found Julia and Pop waiting on opposite sides of a
crowded hallway. The Changs were chattering away as they assessed
a mural of Arc City’s past heroes.

A throng of people moved through the hallway, their shoes clopping on the pale, marble floors. A news crew with microphones
held aloft swept past them. When the crowd thinned, Lona saw
Roy standing outside a set of huge double doors at the end of the
hallway.
Awesome stared at Roy. His black, Assistant Agent uniform had
been replaced by a new, Guild-sanctioned suit. Now he was covered
in a charcoal fabric that shimmered when he moved and, in place of
his old prism, he wore a new symbol.
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His mask was the same—the plain, black, domino style—and his
dark hair, rather than hanging shaggily over his eyes, was cut short
and swept back. Awesome nodded to the man, the friend, the hero.
Roy nodded back, curt and sharp, all business.
Lona took Awesome’s hand as she watched the exchange and the
crowd pass between them.
“What’s going on?”
Awesome shook his head but Julia approached.
“It’s a big trial. You didn’t see it in the paper?”
Now Awesome remembered. One of the bigwigs from the Under
Arc crime syndicate was being tried today and a key witness—a
man who had rolled over on the whole group—was being brought
in from Guild Secret Protection to testify against him.
Awesome looked around again. There were regular courthouse
employees, lawyers and their assistants; there were the city police;
there was Roy. And then there were about ten Suits. The black
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started with their hats. Their suit coats concealed their Guild-issue
phones, stunners, and badges. The black continued down their
legs to Guild-issue, rubber-soled shoes. There was a time when
Awesome had hoped to be good enough just to try for his Tie. Now,
he was wearing his unsanctioned Baron uniform under his wedding
clothes.
Was this better?
His thoughts were interrupted as Julia handed Lona a little bouquet
of spring flowers. Julia seemed almost the same as the girl he’d first
seen scuttling around the Guild Hall cafeteria. Her eyes were still
black and shining and her fingernails were still colored with chippy
polish but her bouncy braids had been shorn off into a short afro
and her smile wasn’t as free and easy as it had been then.
Lona hugged her friend and felt the warmth of Julia’s body. She
remembered the words Julia had said when she left the Guild and
she and Awesome had helped her move into the apartment she
shared with Neima-“It’s like every projection of me is a reflection—a mirror—and when
the Echo killed one of me, he broke that mirror. It’s gone now. There
were five. Now there are four. That part of me died and it can’t ever
come back. I’m not a part of the Guild anymore. I’m not sure I ever
was.”
Lona had held Julia’s hand in Neima’s cabin and watched as her
friend got a little better with time. “Better” was not “well,” though,
and Lona wished that she could do more for her. Though, she
supposed, Julia even leaving her apartment was a triumph after
what she’d been through.
“They’re from the flower shop under the apartment.”
Lona looked back down at the irises and daffodils all clustered
together.
“They’re so beautiful, Julia. Thank you.”
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Neima came from around the corner and beamed as soon as she saw
Lona. Her face, now, was a little paler, and the lines around her eyes
and mouth showed a little more clearly. Lona’s mentor had lost her
lifelong partner and, with him, a part of herself. Still, she had taken
care of Julia since the night of Awesome’s birthday. Julia had stayed
with Neima until she was well enough to be moved and, when they
were ready, they had come to Arc City together.
It was Neima who helped Julia get a job at the Arc City Museum and
Lona just happened upon the listing for an apartment right next to
the museum.
They would get well together, help each other heal. At least, that’s
what Lona told herself.
“Hello, Neima. Thank you for coming.”
“Of course, my girl.”
“How are you?”
“I’m alright, I think. Tired, you know, but I’ll be alright.”
Lona looked over to where Julia was admiring the superhero mural
and congratulating Awesome on the big day.
“And Julia?”
“She’s--well, you know, she’s coming along. Getting better
every day.”
Pop approached them, along with the Changs, who wrapped their
adopted daughter in their arms.
“Mama.”
Mrs. Chang smothered Lona in kisses and went about smoothing
back Lona’s curls and squeezing her cheeks as Mr. Chang shook
Awesome’s hand and then Pop’s. Awesome’s grandfather kissed
Lona’s cheek.
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“You look lovely Lona, just lovely.”
“Thank you, Pop.”
They all moved down the hall together and Awesome glanced back,
over his shoulder, at the entrance. He hoped Andy might still,
somehow, make an appearance. It was Andy who had known his
parents, had watched over him, had brought him into the Guild,
had protected him. He was still their best friend. But he wasn’t
answering his phone. He was distant lately. Distracted.
Awesome and Lona missed him. Missed his presence.
A few minutes later, they found themselves before the judge.
“You ready?”
Julia stood beside Lona, holding one of the irises from Lona’s
bouquet. Pop was ready beside Awesome Jones with a little, silver
band.
Sunlight filtered through the high windows. Lona inhaled the
scent of irises and daffodils. She looked around at her little family
and—even though a couple of members were missing—she was
undeniably happy.
“Of course.”
BANG! BANG! BANG!
Lona watched dust fall from the ceiling. Men and women stampeded
down the hall. Alarms blared.
A huge man with flinty, hard skin stomped after the crowd. He
roared, pulled up chunks of the floor, and threw the gigantic
handfuls of concrete and marble after them.
Awesome stared after the man.
“That’s Ironhide.”
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Lona nodded to her fiancé.
“Go get him.”
He started toward the empty judge’s office then suddenly stopped
with a panicked look on his face.
Lona realized what had happened and opened her bag. She withdrew
a folded, black scrap of cloth and threw it to him. He caught it in the
air and rushed off.
Julia nudged her.
“What was that?”
“His mask. I saw it as we were leaving this morning and
grabbed it just in case.”
Lona looked around at them all. The Changs were huddled under
an archway. Pop stood with the judge at one of the windows. Neima
held her back against one of the walls, massaging her temples.
“Are you alright?”
Neima squinted at Lona, in obvious pain.
“It’s a terrible time for a headache, isn’t it?”
Lona frowned back at her.
“When it rains it pours, I suppose. Can you walk? Everyone’s
evacuating.”
“Yes. It’s clearing up. I’ll be alright.”
Clearing her throat and straightening up, Lona addressed the room.
“We need to get out of here. Let’s stay together and we’ll be
alright.”
She led them all through the hallway. Their ears throbbed from
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the noise of the alarms. The cratered floor shook beneath them.
Somewhere in the building, Ironhide roared again. Julia screamed.
Lona took her under an arm. Her friend was pale and shaking.
They heard fast-falling footsteps behind them and turned.
It was the Baron. The new Baron.
He was different from the Baron who had saved Lona when she was
a little girl. This Baron—her Baron—was long and lean with dark,
waving hair and gray eyes. Rather than a tuxedo, he wore a suit that
moved with his quick, lithe body. And now, he called to her as he
thundered past.
“Get everyone out!”
She nodded and took up Julia’s arm again. She and Pop traded a
look as he helped with Julia and they all rushed down the hall.
Outside, a crowd was gathering. Everyone who had been evacuated
was standing at the base of the steps. They watched the courthouse.
Across the street, people streamed out of the bank and onto the
sidewalk where they gawked at the courthouse.
Lona led her group onto the courthouse lawn. A flicker of green
dust caught in her periphery. She turned her head toward the dust
but lost it as Julia pulled away from her.
“I have to go. I’m not staying here.”
“Ok, but don’t you need to rest first? You look like you might
faint.”
A thunderous crash came from within the courthouse and Julia
covered her ears and ducked. When she straightened, she looked
feral. Her eyes were set and dark, her fists clenched.
“No. I have to get out of here.”
She pulled away and ran off. Neima gave Lona a reassuring look and
followed after her. Lona watched Julia make her way through the
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crowd, to the sidewalk. When she was out of sight, the dust caught
Lona’s attention again. It quivered like a match flame.
Another crash. Lona turned back to the courthouse. What was
happening in there?
Inside, Ironhide stormed down the hallway, his huge feet spitting up
chunks of the floor as he ran. Awesome trailed behind him. Over the
noise of the chase, Awesome heard Ironhide’s voice. Was he saying
something? Mumbling? It had a rhythm, a cadence.
His thoughts were interrupted as Roy caught up with them and
shouted over the crash of Ironhide’s thumping footsteps.
“You can’t keep doing this!”
“I don’t think this is really the time—”
Roy shot Ironhide with a blast of light as he ran. The big man
screamed, turned, stopped and ducked. He grabbed Roy by the foot
and yanked. Roy’s head slapped the floor.
Awesome tackled Ironhide and brought a hard elbow down on his
forehead. Ironhide grunted but otherwise ignored the blow and
got to his feet as he threw Awesome back. Awesome flew twenty
feet through the air and rolled to a stop. When he settled, he saw
Ironhide turn the corner, toward the stairwell. Awesome glimpsed
something in Ironhide’s giant fist. What was it?
Roy groaned.
“He’s going after the witness.”
“Photon—“
“Just go on.”
Awesome nodded and charged after Ironhide. He skidded to a stop
at the stairwell and looked down. Ironhide had jumped. He was
already on the first floor, pulling himself out of the crater his landing
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had created. Suits were swarming and, above that, Awesome heard
the echo of Ironhide’s gruff voice.
“249. 248. 247.”
“Counting down. He’s counting down.”
Awesome wracked his brain to think what it could mean. What
could he be counting down to? A bomb? A breakout?
He jumped.
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246. 245. 244.
The elderly woman, Eleanor, counted in her head. She hummed as
she did so. She had a sweet, raspy voice when she asked the man at
the desk to be let into the vault at Arc City Savings and Loan. Now,
she stood by herself, tapping her foot on the tile floor.
The walls around her were full of little metal boxes, decorated with
numbers. She, however, was not interested in the boxes or the
numbers. She stared ahead, at the back wall and the iron-barred
door which guarded the bank’s money.
Canvas bags and stacks of green bills lined the walls of that second,
smaller room.
199. 198. 197.
She brushed a strand of mouse-gray hair behind her ear and
approached the bars.
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BY THIS TIME Awesome landed on the first floor, every single
Suit had been taken out. He looked around. The Suits were groaning
or grumbling. It seemed that one was dead. What is he doing?
“Baron…”
One of the Suits rubbed her shoulder and struggled to get up.
“He’s gone after Montgomery. He’s on this floor. 103. You can’t
let Ironhide get him.”
Awesome took off, following the trail of chipped marble. Roy caught
up with him.
“My laser barely made a dent.”
“Same with the Suits’ stunners.”
“It’s that skin.”
Ironhide had been around for at least twenty years. He wasn’t a highprofile criminal. For as long as Awesome could remember, Ironhide
had only ever been part of burglaries. He was the muscle, not the
brains, and he wasn’t the type to put his neck on the line for some
star witness. Was he hired by the syndicate?
“75. 74. 73. 72.”
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Ironhide’s voice rumbled out from around the corner.
“What is that? What’s he doing?”
“I don’t know.”
Awesome watched the numbers on the doors as they ran by. 101.
102.
They turned the corner and watched as Ironhide kicked in the door.
Stunner shots from the Suits hit the wall beside Awesome’s head
as he vaulted into the room after Ironhide. The shots ricocheted
off the man’s hard skin. Roy barely ducked to miss one. He opened
his hand, aimed, and let loose another laser blast. Again, Ironhide
roared but didn’t go down.
Instead, he completely ignored the little man Awesome recognized
as the key witness, Montgomery, cowering in the corner behind
three Suits. Ironhide continued counting down as he leapt through
the window that overlooked the front lawn.
“55. 54. 53.”
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47. 46. 45.
Eleanor finished tinkering with the little, brassy box she had
withdrawn from her bag. She adjusted two small dials on the side
until they were just right, humming all the time. It was an old song.
Something about a shepherd girl.
43. 42. 41.
Reaching through the bars, she set the box on the floor and pressed
a silver button on its backside. The box eased open.
Bright, blue light filled the room. A ripple swept out from the box,
over the little room that contained the money. The air became hot
and dry. Then, all at once, the money vanished. The stacks, bags, and
even the shelves and carts, were all gone.
Eleanor peeked through the bars one last time. The box was gone.
The room was empty.
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“19. 18. 17.”
Awesome Jones, Photon, and a few Suits finally had Ironhide
surrounded on the courthouse lawn. Awesome knew Ironhide
couldn’t fly, not with all that bulk, but he could probably jump. And,
like a rhino, he could charge through all of them but him. Awesome
stood his ground.
“7. 6. 5.”
Roy shot Ironhide again with his laser and again Ironhide rushed
the young hero and knocked him back. Blood streamed from Roy’s
nose as he struggled to get up. The Suits were helpless.
Ironhide started in the other direction but Awesome launched
forward, wrapped his arms around the giant’s legs, and they both
thudded to the ground. He breathed hard as he crawled up Ironhide’s
back and reached for his huge wrists.
What can I even cuff him with?
“3. 2. 1”
Ironhide started to convulse. At first, Awesome assumed he’d been
hurt. But the man was laughing. A silent, shaking laugh.
As Awesome reached for Ironhide’s wrist, the giant stood and easily
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shook him off.
“Time to go, little men.”
Awesome remembered what he’d seen in the man’s hand—the box.
Now he saw it again. Ironhide clicked it open.
“No! Roy! His hand!”
Roy saw and shot—a straight, perfect blast at the thing in Ironhide’s
palm. A bright crackle, the smell of ammonia, and now the little box
sizzled and popped and fell to the ground.
Ironhide cracked his knuckles with a sound like a junkyard crusher
and sneered at them, obviously annoyed at the destruction of his
toy.
“If you two are the best the Guild has to offer then this city’s
in trouble.”
Ironhide started his rush at Awesome Jones but was interrupted by
another noise—the tremendous crack of thunder.
Captain Lightning appeared in the sky. He held out his hands and
a lightning bolt, quick and white and glorious, broke through the
air and caught Ironhide straight in the face. He went down, his
considerable, dead weight sinking into the lawn. His eyes fluttered
and he groaned.
Landing without a sound, Captain Lightning pulled a pair of X-cuffs
from his bomber jacket and slapped them on Ironhide without
ceremony.
“You two look terrible.”
Roy dragged an arm across his nose and his high-tech uniform
absorbed the blood. Awesome gave an exhausted laugh.
“Thanks.”
Lona approached. She turned and pointed toward a diminutive
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woman with gray hair and red, plastic glasses. She wore stylish
flats and a pink scarf and, while everyone else was staring at the
courthouse or at Ironhide, she paid none of it any mind and walked
instead to her car.
“This was never about the courthouse, Baron. It’s about her.”
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ELEANOR SMILED TO herself as she watched the Suits crowd
around Ironhide.
“Idiot.”
She dropped her leather bag into the passenger seat, started the
car, put it in gear, and eased onto the gas. Nothing happened. Her
tiny foot pressed harder. Still nothing. Finally, she looked into the
rearview mirror. The Baron was holding the back of her car a foot
off the ground. A tap came at the window and she rolled it down.
It was the Captain, his uniform’s silver lightning bolt shining in the
sun. He stared at her through dark goggles and smirked.
“Ma’am, we need to ask you a few questions. Please step out of
the vehicle.”
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“YOU MADE THE front page again.”
Lona smiled and pushed the paper toward Awesome Jones as he
entered the kitchen. Awesome took in the familiar scene. Tulie was
curled up around Lona’s bare feet under the cluttered table. Lona
wore one of his old work shirts and a tired, frustrated look. A pencil
held her curls in a messy bun on the top of her head and she rested
her cheek on the heel of her palm as she stared at her father’s open
journal. Notebooks, library volumes and old comics lay open next
to it. He knew her handwriting filled the notebooks cover to cover
but she wasn’t any closer to deciphering her father’s coded entries.
“How’s it going?”
“Hmm?”
She shook her head and took the pencil from her hair, toppling the
amber tangles, and scribbled something next to one of Humphrey
Langdon’s cryptic illustrations. The only legible words in the entire
journal were his name. The rest of the tattered pages were filled
with coded paragraphs and sketches of objects and symbols she
didn’t understand. Occasionally, there were dates. Or, at least, Lona
thought they were dates. They went back hundreds of years so it was
hard to tell.
“I’ll clean up and make breakfast.”
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Awesome yawned and walked over to the coffee press they’d brought
from the cabin.
“No, it’s alright. Keep working. I’ll make some grilled cheese.”
Tulie jumped up and padded over to Awesome, her nails tapping on
their tile floor. She wagged her tail against his leg as Awesome took
the butter and a block of hard cheddar from the refrigerator and
then pulled Lona’s cast iron pan from its hook.
“I’m not any closer to understanding this stuff.”
Lona sighed and stared at the book. She wondered where it had
come from. Both the book and Awesome’s Baron suit had been
mysteriously delivered to their door, the brown paper packages
they had come in gave nothing away about their source. Awesome’s
uniform was perfect for him. Other un-registered heroes made their
own costumes with whatever they could find—a lot of it coming
from the underground super science market. Awesome’s suit was
different. It wasn’t cobbled together out of scavenged or questionable
parts. It fit perfectly and moved with his body. The ultra-light fabric
was as tough as any armor and his mask gripped to his face so well
he couldn’t even feel it. It was perfect. So where, or who, had it and
Humphrey Langdon’s journal come from?
Lona peered back down at her father’s familiar handwriting. She
remembered the way he had scribbled in the margins of the huge,
old tomes in his library. As a young woman, she had traced the
slanting letters with her fingers and wondered what kind of man
her father had been. She wondered, then, if he really had died cold
and alone in the Arctic Circle. But, more than that she wondered
what he would say to her if he had been alive. She wondered those
same things now and found herself running her fingers over those
same letters, configured in an as-yet illegible pattern.
She closed the books and moved everything from the table to the
little metal bookshelf Awesome had found and set up next to the
kitchen table for her work.
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The plates thunked lightly as Awesome set them down. He poured
their coffee and held his cup under his nose as Tulie re-claimed her
spot at Lona’s feet.
Lona took her first bite and glanced at the paper lying open on the
counter.
“Did you read it? Did you see who you caught?”
“You mean who you caught.”
“It was nothing. I didn’t even have to use my ability. The bank
was glowing, sort of, so I knew there must be something
going on. But she was the only one not paying any attention
to Ironhide’s commotion. The only one. I can’t believe she was
the Alchemist.”
The Alchemist had been a major super science figure when Awesome
and Lona were children, just as the science boom was beginning.
No one knew where she’d come from but she crashed onto the scene
when she not only turned one of Arc City Park’s granite gargoyles
to pure crystal, but subsequently stole it. The statue was never
recovered and she was never apprehended. Until now.
“I wonder how long she’s been partners with Ironhide.”
Lona shook her head.
“If they even were partners. She might have just hired him. He’s
never worked with the same group for long. Didn’t he do time in
Claymore a few years ago?”
“Yeah, for knocking over a drugstore downtown with some group of
rich teenagers who wanted to be super criminals.”
“Oh, yeah. That’s right.”
“Did you hear her counting when she came out of the bank?”
“No.”
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After the Alchemist had been taken into custody, she told Captain
Lightning that it always took Guild operatives at least four minutes
to arrive on scene in that quadrant of town. And she had been
right. If Awesome hadn’t noticed the device in Ironhide’s hand and
Roy hadn’t destroyed it, the man would’ve escaped before Captain
Lightning could arrive. And, if Lona hadn’t noticed the little old
lady walking to her car, the Alchemist would’ve been in the wind.
Instead, they were both in custody and Awesome and Lona’s
wedding was postponed.
“Do you want to try again at the courthouse?”
“Tomorrow?”
She shook her head.
“No. Let’s wait for the right time. The real right time. I’m glad
we were there yesterday, though.”
“Me, too.”
She helped him clean up then leaned against the counter stroking
Tulie’s head as Awesome did the dishes.
“Did Roy say anything to you?”
“He warned me again.”
Sighing, Lona thought about the frustrated Double A and how his
promotion had given him a new confidence. She wished there wasn’t
such a clear separation between him and Awesome now. She wished
the rules were different. Ever since she’d found out about the Guild,
she’d wished the rules were different.
“You don’t think—you don’t think he’d ever actually bring you
in, do you?”
Awesome shook his head.
“No.”
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But he didn’t sound sure. Being an unregistered hero wasn’t
technically illegal but it did go against Guild sanctions. They played
by a long list of rules and operated within a bureaucracy that
Awesome didn’t really understand. Unregistered heroes caused
collateral damage. They often scared citizens. They got themselves
and others hurt. When Guild heroes did that, they sent a team of
Suits to clean up the mess.
But no one came in the wake of people like Awesome. No one was
there to pick up the pieces and Roy had told him more than once
that Pythia wanted Awesome off the streets.
“At least, I don’t think so. Has Julia spoken to him lately?”
Lona handed him a clean dishtowel for drying and together they put
away the plates and coffee cups.
“I think they’re on the outs. She says he can’t risk losing his
Agent status by being with her. And, I think now that she’s left
the Guild, she feels like she’s not part of his world anymore.”
“But that’s—“
Awesome was interrupted by the sound of the police scanner
screeching in the living room. It reported a burglary in progress on
Brewer Drive. No supers—so far.
“That’s only about a mile away.”
Awesome rushed into the bedroom and came out a few moments
later dressed with everything but his mask. The speed with which
he had changed was nothing short of amazing. Of course, he had
been practicing.
“I can be there in about five minutes if I run.”
Lona nodded and kissed him.
“Be careful.”
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Awesome nodded and pressed the mask to his face. He paused at
the door, where his father’s cane leaned against the wall, looking
for all the world like a regular walking stick and not a solid cylinder
of steel and iron. Looking for all the world like it wasn’t a deadly
weapon.
Awesome took it. He had lived to regret facing Ironhide without it.
Still, as happy to receive this cane as he had been, he’d come to feel
more and more that it was his father’s weapon and not his own.
Lona watched him duck out into the back alley. She knew he would
stay in the shadows until he got closer to Brewer Street. She knew he
was getting fast. Really fast. But it wasn’t quite enough. He wanted
the ability to traverse the city more efficiently. But what could he do?
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LONA DROVE ANDY’S truck to the downtown branch of the
Arc City library. She renewed two of her cryptography books and
then wandered through the stacks searching for one she hadn’t
tried. She focused and refocused, hoping her ability might spring to
life and give her some sign of a book that might help. She closed her
eyes and imagined a glowing flicker of dust on the shelves but when
she looked again, nothing had changed. There was no clue. Book
after book. Numbers across their spines. Nothing special. Sighing,
she pulled an ancient tome off the shelf and studied the title—Codes
and Cyphers Through the Centuries: Cryptography from Ancient to
Modern Times.
Lona flipped through the pages and scanned the small print then
shoved it under her arm. She walked it to one of the long, wooden
tables and clicked on a green, glass lamp. She sat down, opened the
book, and began at the beginning. After a few minutes, a librarian
pushed a cart by her and stopped at the end of one aisle.
Lona rubbed her eyes and looked again at the cartful of books.
Paperbacks and hardcovers filled the metal shelf of the cart but,
between two large-print novels, were miniscule sparks of gold dust.
She stood and approached the cart, careful not to lose the trail. The
dust was so faint she wasn’t even sure whether she was truly seeing
it. Finally, she laid two fingers on the book the dust had fallen from
and slid it out.
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“Oh, I love that one.”
Lona directed her attention to the person who had spoken. She was
a plump young woman with red, Cupid’s bow lips and bright brown
eyes. Her nametag said, Jolie.
“Oh, yeah?”
“Yeah, have you read any of the Kraker mysteries?”
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Lona shook her head.
“Kraker?”
“Irene Matly wrote a ton of those. Twenty-three, I think. That’s
the fourth one. If you like, I could get the first three for you.”
Lona looked back down at the flimsy paperback in her hands and
watched as the dust popped like fireworks at the frayed edges of the
cover. Directing her attention back to Jolie, she smiled.
“Ok, sure. Thanks.”
Lona left the library with a bag-full of cryptography books and
detective novels. She stopped by the store. She bought the following
items: orange juice, lamb, rosemary, shallots, and apples.
The maket had been rebuilt after the Echo’s rampage through
the neighborhood. The one Esmerelda and Lona had witnessed
together. Lona had looked for Esmerelda when she returned to Arc
City. But, Esmerelda no longer worked at the market. Esmerelda
had left Arc City.
Lona went home. She found that Awesome was still not there and
she went outside to meditate as Neima had taught her. Her mind,
though, was hectic and she couldn’t settle. Tulie nosed the patio
door open, lay down on the warm stones, and nuzzled her nose
against Lona’s bare ankle. Lona stroked the speckled mutt’s muzzle
and closed her eyes again.
Dust swirled. Lona breathed deep.
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ACROSS THE ROOM there was a giant man. The giant man
breathed deep.
Through bleary eyes, Ironhide could see the giant man’s chest
moving. Ironhide was confused. He was not accustomed to being a
smaller man. A weaker man.
He had been arrested many times. So many times he had lost count.
And yet, this time, he wasn’t at the police station. He wasn’t in jail.
He wasn’t being transported to the Icebox or Claymore or even
Onyx Island. He had been knocked out and now he found himself
in a little black room with black walls and a black table. Little
pinpoint lights, embedded in the ceiling, provided the only light.
He felt inexplicably, horribly, terrified.
Then the door had opened. Two men in black scrubs had come for
him. He had followed them, his wrists still bound, his head still
clouded.
Now he was in the big room. The big room was a circle and there
were no windows. On the floor, there was a picture. What did they
call it? A mosaic. The mosaic formed a likeness of the heavens and,
at the center of the room, was the earth. This is where Ironhide was
brought and where he now sat—strapped to a metal chair.
A woman emerged from the shadows and stood, across the room, at
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the center of six other robed figures. This woman wore robes as well
but hers were a deep indigo. She drummed her fingernails on a high
judge’s bench as she read the charges against him in a clear voice
while the giant man, standing off to the side, breathed in and out.
“…arson, burglary, damage to public property…”
She named the number of times he had been apprehended,
rehabilitated, and released back into society.
She pronounced his sentence. The giant man moved forward. He
lumbered, haltingly, toward Ironhide. His joints made a mechanical
sound. His black robes touched the floor and his black hood covered
his head. Still, Ironhide tried to meet the man’s eyes. Instead, through
the hood’s eyeholes, Ironhide found a green, electric glow.
The men in scrubs stood beside him. One jabbed a syringe into his
neck. The other prepared a diamond-tipped needle.
He was woozy again. The lights above were fading. His body seemed
far away and the world was growing dark.
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